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ABSTRACT 

This paper reviews the use of symbolic computation systems for 
probler. solving in scientific research. The nature of the field is 
described, and particular exarpU-s are considered from celestial mechanics,, 
quantum electrodynamics and general relativity. Symbolic integration and 
sc-e rcre recent applications cf a I;;*: bra systems are also discussed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The ability of the computer to perform algebraic and more general 
symbolic computations has been exploited by researchers in several fields 
for over a decade now. As a result, previously intractable problems are 
now solved jroutinely often by fairly elcit̂ ntary algebraic Systems. This 
paper is intended as a review of some of these successful applications 
in order to acquaint the general reader with the potential of today's 
bvai I JLIC iystccia as tools ior scientific problem solving. However, as 
there are now over 500 papers which consider some aspect or application of 
symbol ic computation, thiu i>artîcul:ir paper cannot itGclf hope to be a 
complete review of the field. So examples will be chosen which illustrate 
seme important aspectcof rhe ^ubjecr, and references will be made to 
published reviews in particular areas so that the reader can fill in the 
gaps. As a starting point in this direction, a review which cotces closest 
to covering the whole applications area is that of Barton and Fitch (1) 
to which «î shall often refer. 

The plan of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we shall 
discuss the nature of symbolic confutation so chat the reader unfamiliar 
vith this area can understand the scope of the subject. Particular applies-

tions are considered in soce detail in Section 3 , and we conclude in 
Section 4 with a discussion of future trends as predicted from today's 
research in the area. 



2. THE NATURE OF SYMBOLIC COMPUTATION 
In order to introduce the nature and scope of symbolic computation, 

let us begin by comparing a sixple FORTRAN calculation with a similar 
algebraic cr.e. The example to be used is the computation of Let entire polyno
mials by the usual recurrence relation, for vhich the following T0R7RAN 
progran seg-.enc could be used : 

DIMENSION P(M) 
P(l)-1 
P(2)-X 
DO 10 N-3,11 
P(N) = ((2«N-3)«XJtP(N-n-CN-2)K(P(N-2))/(N-1) 
Nl=N-l 

10 WRITE (6,20)N1,P(N) 
20 FORMAT (3H0P(,I1,4H)-,F5.1) 

Given that X is assigned a value in the program, and apart from a possible 
change in the PRINT statement, this program will run correctly under rtost 
FORTRAN systems, and produce output for, say, X - 2,0 of the form : 

P U ) - 5.5 
P(3>« 17.0 

On the other hand, if we forgot to give X a value, then our program would 
terainace with an error, however, supposa our programming system was suffi
ciently general that it could represent the variable X as an undetermined 
syebol and carry out polynonial operations in the unknown X as ic iterates 
through the locp. Then with an appropriate changu in the forçait stat̂ r.or.t 
our results might come out like this : 

P(2>- 3/2*X*« 2-1/2 
P(3)- 5/2* X*K 3-3/2KX 

This example shows one ai the basic differences between a numerical 
calculation using FORTRAN, for example, and an algebraic calculation in which 
indeterminates such as X with no pre-assigned numerical value can appear, 
and expressions themselves have algebraic rather than numerical values. 
Furthermore, by the use of integer and rational number arithmetic, the 
r 'suits are exact rather than approximate. Systems exist vhich can do such 
polynomial manipulation using either a FORTRAN or ALCOL-Hke syntax, with 
of course additional declarations and syntatical constructs to handle the 
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core conplicated data-types. For example in ALTRAN (2),, a FORTRAN embedded 
systea, Che above piogran segment miçht take the form : 

.M.GE3RAIC (X:IO) ARRAY (0:10) P 
INTEGER S 
P(0)-1 
P(l)-X 
DO N-2,10 

P(N)-((2xN-l)xXXP(N-l)-<N-1)>lP(N-2))/N 
t'lUTE P(N) 

DOL.SO 

tfhat else can these systens do ? At the other end of the spectrum, wc have 
the following possible expression (2E beinge ) 

INTEGRATE (XX JE XX X/(X»1) *x 2, X) , 

vhich if given to the algebraic systeru MACSYMA (3) will result in the 
printed result 

X + I 

Between these :wo extremes of sir.ple polynomial manipulation on 
the one hand and the sophisticated analytic integration of complicated 
expressions on the other there exists a wide range of facilities now offered 
by algebraic By s t CMS. Many of these facilities will be described as we 
consider various application examples of the available systens. One might 
ask whether symbolic computation is limited to algLbraic simplification. 
After all, parsing and compilation of a FORTRAN pnjjran are symbolic opera
tions, so are chu> included ? The consensus on this point :s that They ^re 
noL and that cne limits symbolic computation to techniques which solve 
problems outside of computer science, rather than s.iy program compilation 
which is a problem of computer science itself. However» even this definition 
includes subjects other than algeb-.jr r.anifj a*.ion such as analysis of 
graphs, which we shall touch on briefly later. However, our taain concerns 
will be with algebraic rcar.ipulatioTi. 

Our discussion has tcentioned the existence of algebraic systeais, 
and it is true that if you want to do such calculations at present, you 
cust use a special program for this purpose. One night therefore ask why 
symbolic cocputation syste-s cannot be oade available as subroutines to be 
loaded into a standard FORTRAN job, so that they can be used as needed as 
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part of a combined numerical and algebraic calculation. There are several 
reasons why this hasn't happened. First, although important systems such 
as ALTRAN are based on FORTRAN, a user cannot write an efficient nume
rical program which includes a symbolic computation step in it because 
FORTRAN is normally a compile, load and go system. Therefore, since one 
generates algebraic expressions during the go step, one has no uay of 
compiling them into efficient code in che same job step. The only way to dc 
this is to pass such expressions on to another job or job step, at which 
point the whole purpose of doing the algebraic calculation in a numerical 
system is lost. In fact, the main reason such svstcin̂  .ire implemented in 
FORTRAN is to provide for portability and standardization or to utilize 
the numerical subroutine library and I/O capabilities of the language. 
However, there is to be a growing feeling a^ong algebraic system designers 
that such system;, should provide more efficient numerical corcp-jtations th?-. 
they now allow, thus possibly bypassing the use of numerical progranning 
systems entirely. Tc alleviate this problem fjr the time being, aost available 
systems have the ability tD produce output in a FORTRAN compatible /orr.at uhich 
can then be used in a lateriob or job step for numerical calculations. 

Another deterrent to using a purely numerical programing systes 
for symbolic calculations is that the data structures used in these calcula
tions, such as polynomials and power siitius, urc quit»; di f Cerent from tltosi* 
of numerical computation where integers and floating point numbers are the 
principal concern, Alpebraic data structures clearly vary in size considerably 
during expression evaluation and therefore the stoiage management can be 
quite complicated, although the techniques for doing this are well understood 
(4). Unfortunately, FORTRAN does not provide the necessary tools for doing 
this in an efficient manner, and so they oust usually be provided in asser.bly 
language. Many systems have therefore bypassed the use of nut.erical systems 
for embedding and utilized languages with storage management facilitic-s 
already built in, such as LISP (5), or the majority of the system has been 
written in assembly language. 

So we are dealing with systems or programs essentially independent 
from nurr.erical' systems but with languages similar in form to their numerical 
counterparts. One notable exception to the latter statement is SCRATCHPAD 
(6) which has incorporated a completely new language design which is ir.icr.ded 
to provide a more natural mathematical notation for problems. For example. 

http://ir.icr.ded
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in SCRATCHPAD, we could compute and print the first eleven 
Legendre polynomials by the statements : 

P<0>-1 
p < ] > « * 
n in (2 ,3 , . . . , i o ) 
p < n > - (<2*-n-l) A.x*p<n-I* - (n -1)* p<o-2>) /n 
n in ( 0 , l , . . . , j o ) 
p < n > 

Other examples of programming styles in algebraic systems are given in 
Ref. (]). 

The computational characteristics of symbolic calculations are 
also quite different from numerical calculations. Roundoff is not. a problem 
since, as was mentioned earlier, exact results may be obtained. The stability 
and convergence problems of numerical approximations are also not relevant. 
On the other hand, symbolic computation has its set of own difficulties. 
A common one in practice is that even though most calculations start from 
short expressions, the expressions formed during intermediate stages of the 
calculations are often quite large even if the answer isn't, and may in face 
exceed the available storage, aborting the computation. This problem of 
- intermediate expression swell as it has been called remains of constant 
concern in symbolic calculations, and often requires much innovation to 
overcome AnoLliL-r difficulty in die fact Lhut many of the nccuaaury algorithm*, 
such as those for polynomial factorization, have potentially exponential growth 
rates associated with them. Much of tbe theoretical work in the field during 
the past five years has been devoted to overcoming such problems. Considerable 
progress hai in fact occurred, the benefits of which should be passed on to 
users in the near future. 

A third problem relates .he fact that it is only possible 
theoretically to put upper bounc on the computation times associated with 
symbolic computations, unlike numerical calculations where it is often possible 
to determine average computing times. To put this problem in the right perspec
tive, consider the evaluation of a symbolic determinant of order 10. If every 
element of the r.atrix is distinct, the determinant will have in general 10!, 
or over 3,000,000 terms in the answer. Apart from being incomprehensible, 
such a result would take a nontrivial time to derive. However, most scientific 
problems have various symmetries in their specification which put constraint! 
on the form of the matrices with which one works. For example, the ma'.rix may 
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in fact be singular, and the recognition of This may take an algebra 
program negligible tirje. To get the value 0 ic-r such a determinant cay 
have very important consequences in a calculation, and so a researcher 
may attempt to evaluate the determinant for this reason. However, he oust 
be prepared to get an answer as large as 3,000,000 terns if his guess isn't 
right, and so the estinate of the tine required to discover whether the 
déterminant îs really zero may be prohibitive in the worst case, although 
in practice such an upper bound nay rarely be reached. 

With these thoughts in mind, we can now look ~ some of the typical 
calculations which nave been completed in this area, and use these to gain 
further insight into the nature of symbolic conputation. 

3. SPECIFIC APPLICATIONS 

A perusal of essentially all successful opplications of symbolic 
computation so far reveals that they involve problems solved by means of 
perturbation théories. Hand calculations which can be tractably taken to 
a given order are then extended one or two more orders by computer, because 
of the exponential nature of such techniques, at this point expressions grow 
so large using current ays terns that the computational time and sheer incompre
hensibility of the output limit any further extension. In addition, with 
a few notable exceptions, most of the calculations have been an adjunct to 
a numerical calculation. In other words, part of the calculation was done 
algebraically and these results then used to determine a final numerical 
so]ution for the problem. 

Consider for example.the field of celestial mechanics where 
researchers have made much use of algebraic systems in the past decade. 
Here tnt most tedious task to be faced is in the construction of an 
analytic perturbation theory ; in other words a formula for calculating 
the position or rotational properties of a body at any instant in tine. 
The tjdy might be the Moon, a planet or more topically an artificial 
satellite or space station. To construct such theories requires solving 
the differential equations which describe the notion of the body. Since 
solutions rarely exist in closed form, one solves thoa by a technique 
of repeated approximation and expresses the solution as a pov^r series 
in teres of the small parameters of the theory, such as Lhe bciy 
eccentricities. 

The cost faj^us su^h calculation is surely Delaunay's work in 



the Lunar Theory (7) , in which the coordinates of the Moon are computed 

to the lèvent h order in the sin.il jantities. Like mast hand calculations 

of this type, this investigation involved working with thousands of terms. 

In Delaunay's case the computations took 20 years. When Deprit, Henrard 

and Rom (8) repeated this calculation by computer in 1970, they found 

only one error in Delaunay's computation of the secularized Haaiiltonian 

up to the ninth order, a major part of the work ; certainly a great 

tribute to He] .-lur.ay "s SKÏII and dedication. 

UTiat types of manipulation are involved in these calculations ? 

The ruost frequently considered series in celestial mechanics turn out not 

to be power series, bur Poisson series, which h.ive the form : 

Q( * > !/) - £ P. cos( / . i/> + 0 • sin( / . ( / ) , (1) 
J J ~ •=• S 

1 
2 cos( X - i/> - 1 

2 
cos(X * < / > 

1 
2 

sin( X-* •!/) + 1 
2 

siïi(X -v) 

where x ii a vector of polynomial variables, y a vector of trigonometrical 

variables and j is a vector of integers. I". and Q- are polynomials, 

indexed by j , in the polynomial variables ~ x whose coefficients may be 

rational or floating point nuabers. It is clear that by the use of the trigo

nometrical identities 

einx sin y 

sin x cosy - j sin( x + tj } + -j sin(x - y ) (2) 

cost cosy - ~ cos( K+ y) + j ccs(x - y ) 

such series are closed under the operations of addition, subtraction, multi

plication and differentiation. By making suitable assumptions about the 

size of the parameters in the series, we can also define operations of divi

sion, integration and substitution which dD not lead outside this class. 

Finally, an important theoretical consideration is that Poisson series can 

be written in a unique canonical form, in ether words a form to which all 

equivalent expressions can be uniquely reduced. This form can then be used 

to define the simplification of Poisson series expressions, This means we can 

avoid r.any of the prcbleas associated with general expression manipulation 

which we shall return to later. Such problems arise for example in recognizing 

that 

log tan( x+ r n ) - sin h tan 2* » 0 (3) 

The importance and mathematical simplicity of Poisson series has 

led to the construction of many systems for their manipulation, including 

http://sin.il


that of Rom (9) used in repeating the Delaunay calculations, Jeffrey's 
system TJUCMAN (10) which Is written in FORTRAN and is fairly portable, 
and CAMAL (!1) which has also been used extensively for calculations in 
general relativity, is well documented and easily obtainable. Further 
exan-.ples are given in the reviews by Jeffreys (12) and barton and Fitch (l). 

To see how Poisson series arise in a natural way in celestial 
mechanics calculations, let ne repeat Earton and Fitch's discussion of the 
computation of the series solution to Kepler's equation by repeated approxi
mation, which is the starting point for many of these calculations, t.'c are 
interested in obtaining the solution for E , as a function of u and it , 
of the implicit equation 

E - u + e slii E (4) 

where e is to be reg-iided as a small quantity, typically the eccentricity 
of an elliptic orbit. Although the problem is capable of a feroal solution 
in terms of Bessel functions, since we normally require the solution correct 
to a given order in E (say tenth) it is computationally easier if we adopt 
a repeated approximation procedure. .• ,DIU the Kepler equation, it is obvious 
that E » a to zero order in C . Then, supposing th.it E - O- * V ia 
the solution correct to order k in £ , we can easily see that A, 
satisfies the equation 

Afc + J - c sir.('i + A f t ) , (5) 

where the right hand rctr.bei' of Eq (5) is Co be taken to order fc +1 in £. 
Thus an approximation algorithm oay be stated as follows : 

E - a * litn A n 

where 
A 0 - 0 -, L . . 1 W 

£ sin u 
'Jfc + I 

The outer bracke- in the above expression indicate that terms of degree 
greater than fe+1 are to be ignored in the calculation. By using the 
trigonometrical relations given in Eq (2) , we can express the result of 
this computation as a linear express ;- in the trigonometrical functions ; 
that is in the form of a Poisson se 

This computation is clearly only a small part of say rhe complete 

http://th.it
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Delaunay result, but does illustrate the types of expressions to be manipu
lated. Barton and Fitch (1) go on to consider the steps involved in the 
remainder of the Delaunay calculation, as well as looking at other examples 
of the application of Poisson series processors. The reader is encouraged 
to study these calculations in order to gain some idea of the sheer enormity 
of the computations involved. 

The second application X would like to consider is in the field of 
quantum electrodynamics (or QF.D) , an area where one tries to understand the 
detailed interactions of electrons and photons by means of relativistic 
quantum mechanics. The most commonly used calculational method is due to 
Feynman (13) who showed that one could develop a"perturbation theory of 
such interactions with an expansion parameter of about 1/137 (the so-called 
fine structure constant). The starting point for this method is a diagrammatic 
representation of the particular process under study. 

p l o P2 Fig. I Possible 
interactions between 

c electrons and photons. 

Pi ft P3 a M c P5 D PZ 

For example, in Figure 1 we have two such diagrams .̂hich occur in the repre
sentation of the process which occurs when a quantum of radiation (that is, 
a photon) interacts with an electron. From these diagrams, Feynman developed 
a ir.ethod of calculating t'.ie contribution of any given diagram to the deter
mination of a physical quantity. The order of pertur>ation is related very 
sinp'y to the number of vertices in a diagram. Therefore since the most 
important contributions come frô i the simplest diagrams one can quickly get 
a rough approxication to the answer. However, as the accuracy of experiments 
has increased, the need for mare and more precise calculations has required 
more aiid more complicated diagrams to be studied. To understand the complexity 
of such calculations it is necessary to look in some detail at the way they 
are done. 



Feynman's method gives-you a one-to-one mapping between diagrams 

like those in Figure ! and expressions like 

Z Trace f( Y. p 2+M ) T C )T* P* + f- * ? +« > & 

* ( r. P l + M ) ̂  ( if. p2 + r. k2 + M ) ̂ , j , (7) 

which, apart from some simple multiplicative factors, is che contribution of 

Figure 1(a) to the experimentally measurable cross-section. The rules for 

this mapping are quite straightforward and may be found in any suitable 

textbook on relativistin. quantum mechanics» e.g. (14). 

In the above expression» Y^, represents a sec of four 4 X 4 

noncommuting matrices known as Dirac matrices which satisfy the relation 

The Greek indices range from 1 to 4 , and é \ v is the Kronecker delta 

function defined by 

O it ju- r 

m f \-' "^"' 

M i« the electron mass multiplied by a unit 4 X 4 matrix, and P 1 , 

p 2 , k 1 and k 2 are four-component vectors representing the electron 

and photon roomer•a as in Figure 1 » Thus y . pi represents the sum 

* > ! , * z 2 pi, + y 3 FI 3 * y; p / A . en» 

However, because of the relativistic invariance of the result, one rarely 

has to study the individual ^opponents of che vectors, but only their scalar 

products, so calculations are less complicated than they might be. 

Thus the result of taking the trace of the 4 X 4 matrix expression 

in the curly brackets in Eq (7) and summing over the tensor indices is a 

scalar. In principle, t'n.s computation is straightforward. Equation (8) 

implies that the trace of a product of an odd nuir.ber of gamma matrices is 

zero, and the trace of the product of 2n Siich matrices may be expressed in 

terms of the trace of 2n-2 products by a simple recurrence relation, given 

for example in Ref (14) . However, a naive calculation can be disastrous. 

For example, the trace of a single product of 12 gac=na matrices generates 

over 10,000 terms, many o£ which prove to be equal when contraction over 

the tensor indices is taken. This problem has motivated the development of 

more sophisticated algorithms, most of which involve summation over the 
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repeated tensor indices befere taking the trace. A description of one 
such algorithm, due to Kahane (15) , may be found in Ref (1) . Fairly 
complete reviews of the symbolic calculations which have been done in 
QED may be found by studying Refs (16), (17), (I8)and ('9). 

From a computational point of view, such calculations involve 
quite straightforward though lengthy symbol manipulation. Like Poisson 
series, the rules for simplification are well defined although a little 
Dore exotic t!un those for polynomial manipulation. In addition, one 
needs a cecUanism for substitution for variables and simple expressions. 
Although denominators occur in some expressions, rational algebra is not 
necessary, because the denominators have a simple structure and can 
therefore be replaced by variables in the numerator. The most widely 
used systems for such calculations have been REDUCE (20) and SCHOONSCHIP 
(21). The former is a LISP-basod system which is also well suited to more 
general calculations than just QED and has a large number of published 
applications in many fields to its credit. The latter system is written in 
COMPASS for the CDC 6000 and 7000 series computers and also has a long 
application list, though all essentially in QED. A third system of some 
interest Is a J-'OKXKAN baaed program ASHWHDA1 (22), which has some important 
calculations to its credit. 

To p j v e n n e a feel for the rrope of current cr.lcul nti ons in this 
area, it is worth looking at the most important such calculation undertaken 
during the past few years. This is undoubtedly the computation of the sixth 
order corrections to the anomalous magnetic moment of the electron. The 
analytic form for the fourth order contribution was completed by hand in 
1957 (23). Because oi ! he sheer magnitude of the calculation, the sixth 
order result, which involves looking at 72 diagrams, has been completed 
by a group effort involving many different independent researchers. To be 
sure that the result is correct, each diagram has by now been computed 
independently by two different groups, usually with different algebra 
programs. The complete answer is still not known analytically because some 
of the integrations involved were performed numerically. 

The need for integration in these calculations is apparent if we 
louk again at Figure I (b) '. An electrical analogy is often used to explain 
the problem ; just as current flows through an electrical circuit, momentum 
flows through these diagrams. If "..'a assume that the initial momenta are 
knovn, then we know the momentum in line AB by momentum conservation at 



vertex A by analogy to current- conservation in the electricul casi. 

However, at vertex B the momentum splits into two paths, so vc no 

longer know the values of the individual momenta in lines BC and the 

wavy line BD but only their sum- So an integration over this unknown 

momentum is necessary to get the required result. 

The integrals which arise in these calculations are messy and 

tedious, rather than being sophisticated, as ooe usually starts with ratio

nal functions. However, as integration over several variables i3 required, 

the results come out in terras of generalized Spetice functions in most 

cases. Examples of such integrations are given in Ref (24) and C25)» which 

describe programs in SCHOONSCHIP and REDUCE for evaluating integrals of 

the form 
- i 

K fe, m , n , * ,4 ) - je f« fôKjL fdZ A,\2Mt--m 

x y

k-2*nAm/?nrk 

p - 1 - xy(l-Mz * w 2z 2) 

A - I - x(l- IDZ (l-ui )) (II) 

which arise in nomc fourth order computations in QF.Ï1. For pxnmple 

1(1,0,2,2,3) - i n : 2 - -in 2 log 2 • jf(3) + j , (12) 

where J (3) is the Riemann zeta function. Currently, two groups (2(>, 27) 

are trying to find the whole sixth order result analytically by computer 

and considerable progress has been made. Although their methods are 

different, the procedure involves expanding expressions in partial fractions 

and integrating tera by tern. To give you an idea of the relative tic.es 

involved in this worlc, Levine, Perisho and Roskies (26) give statistics for 

the analytic evaluation of one of the core difficult of the 72 graphs in 

the sixth order calculation. Their rr̂ thod involved trace evaluation, two 

straightforward integrations, a partial fraction expansion of the result 

fol lowed by two further integrations. Using the ASlC-trOAl program, the cimes 

on a Univac ]108 were 2 minutes for the traces and first two integrals, 

18 minutes for the partial fraction expansion and !5 minutes for the two 

final integrations. It is interesting to note that the trace caking, the 

http://tic.es
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original stumbling block for the hand calculations which activated the 
development of such computer programs in the first place, is now only 
a snail part of the whole computer calculation. 

In fact, it is interesting to see that once the basic trace 
probleci was solved, researchers lr. this area started looking at other 
ways of using symbolic computation in their work. Analytic integration 
is one such example. Another application involved looking at ways to 
actually generate and manipulate the diagrams which occur in a given 
problem. Cnce such a diagram is written down, it is a fairly simple 
procedure to generate the matrix elcannes which were the starting paint 
of the previous discussion (28) . The most difficult problem here is 
to recognize topologically equivalent diagrams, but a recently developed 
program (29) stems to have solved this problem in an i-Fficient manner. 
Some earlier programs are described in Kef (19). If one is ever inter
ested in looking at eighth .order calculations, where over 1000 diagrams 
contribute to the magnetic moment correction, such graphical programs 
should be essential even if only used as a bookkeeping device. 

These two very successful applications of symbolic computation, 
celestial mechanics and quantum electrodynamics, are prototypical of a. 
large number of Che successes in Litis field. Both are problems with well-
dtilincL1 ruJ.ua of siinuliCicutiun, evon ir thu nun—standard algebra was 
responsible for the early deve ] opinent of special purpose systems to 
handle this. Major application successes were already in evidence five 
years ago, and the work during the past five years has been concerned 
with extending the earlier successes to harder and harder problems, or 
tackling new problems, such as the integration example in QED. At the sane 
time, problems in other are.is such as fluid mechanics, plasma physics, 
electrical network theory and uuL-uiuy Lhuory, which wurc ouicuuble io 
solution by polynomial or power series nanipulaticn were being solved by 
systems such as ALTRAS (and its predecessor ALPAK), FORMAC (30) and 
REDUCE which possessed the necessary facilities for performing these 
Lasks. A considerable number of applications of these programs 
have been described in the literature. Another convenient syscea for such 
calculations is Engeli's SYM3AL (31). 

There was, however, anut̂ ter group of important calculations 
being carried out at the same time which involved the manipulation of more 

http://ruJ.ua
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general expressions than the examples so far. Since there is no canonical 
form for a sufficiently large class of expressions (32) the designers 
of algebra systems for such applications must either try to aolve a very 
complicated simplification problem for which no clear cut solution exists, 
or provide sufficiently general substitution facilities that users can 
input their own set of rules for simplification. A particularly good 
exatr.ple of such calculations, and one for which good reviews exist 
(I, 33) is general relativity, where the calculations considered are 
concerned with a very large set of elementary functions for which many 
complicated simplification rules exist. 

Applications in. this area Wave been mainly concerned with the 
field equations which express the relationship between the geometrical 
structure of the four dimensional space and the distribution of nass 
and eii»rgy within it. These field equations are very complicated even 
for physically simple cases and invclve exponential and circular functions 
in their description. An account of the systems which have been used to 
solve such problems is given in the cited references. Among the most 
widespread in use are FORMAC, CAMAL and ALAM and its predecessors (34). 
Each of these systems, as is true for the other systems mentioned earlier 
in this paper, take a different approach to the problem of simplification, 
and an amusing review of this subject may be found in Ru£ (33). 

Another application of algebraic manioulati at. involving general 
exproasioua which deserves ennsi dcrat ion in its own 'ifcht is the probler. 
of analytic integration. This is different from our previous applications 
in that it is in mathematics rather than physics or engineering, and it 
is certainly not a perturbation problem. However iti importance to the 
latter fields is obvious. Considerable progress has been made in solving 
this problem during the past decade and it is now possible to integrate 
a wide variety of expressions automatically. Most of the effort has been 
directed toward the problem of indefinite integration which we shall 
consider here, although some work on deEinite integration has also been 
reported (36, 37). Of course, gi ,-en the result of an indefinite integral 
we can always find the equivalent definite integral by substitution. 
However, as is well known, closed fora solutions exist for many definite 
integrals where the indefinite form does not, and special methods such .as 
contour integration are applicable in these cases. 
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Although earlier programs existed, the, first truly effective 

program in this area was Moses' SIN program, which in an improved form 

provide» the basis for the MACSYMA integration facility, an example of 

whose use vas shown earlier. The structure of this program is descrihed 

in some detail in Moses' review of the field (3S) . SIN works very much 

like a scientist when confronted with an e/pression to be integrated. 

It first of al] tries a cheap general method which, if it succeeds, gives 

the result very quickly. This general method involves the so~called "deri

vative divides"test which determines by pattern matching whether the 

integral can be written in the form 

j cUit U )) u* (x ) dx . 

If this test succeeds, then the integral can be immediately written down if 

the incegral of j is known. This pare of the program also expands the integral' 

Co Its fullest extent, and then expresses the integral of a sum as the sum of 

integrals in order to reduce the complexity of the integrands. For example, 

J (sinx + cos* ) dX 

would be written in the form 

J 3 sin X cos X dx + J 3 cos x sinX ÙX + J sin x dx + 

J cos X dx , 

the first two terms of which satisfy the derivative divides test. If 

this general method fails, as for the last two terms in the above, special 

methods which are specific to a certain class of integrals are tried. 

For example, if the integrand contains trigonometrical functions, the 

substitution t - tan 6/2 would be attempted, if it is a rational function 

then the well knovn Hermite's method (39) would be used. Again, even though 

these cethods are narrow in scope, they provide efficient solutions when 

they are applicable. In addition, the integration examples we mentioned 

in QED are of this type because they are amenable to special case algo

rithms and Hermite's method. 

Clearly a large class of interesting integrals will not be eva

luated by the above techniques and, at this point, an entirely different 

approach to the problem is taken based on an algorithmic approach to inte

gration developed by Risch (40) . This particular method requires a radical 

transformation of the integrand ; for example, sines and cosines are converted 
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tc complex exponentials. Since, as pointed out by Moses (38) , a user 
profers r see his ansvar in terms of the sane sort of functions as the 
problem was presented such transformations should only be used when thjre 
is no other more straightforward way to evaluate the integral. 

The complete Risch algorithm is of extreme importance because 
it provices a procedure for deciding if an integral exists within a 
given class of functions. If the integral does exist, the algorithm finds 
it. If it docs not exist, the algorithm states this. It is very important 
to understand the difference between such a decision procedure and the 
usual methods for integration which either find the integral or leave us 
not knowing if the integral exists or not. In oi.her words the search for 
a "closed form" solution to an integration problem is a search for the 
form of the integral if it exists in the class of functions we are consi
dering. The Kisch algorithm can tell us this and in the affirmative case 
provide the result. This is,after all,all we can reasonably hope for 
in integration ; if the integral does not exist in the current class of 
functions under consideration a new function must be introduced anyway, 
Sisch's algorithm is quite complicated, and beyond the scope cf this 
paper to describe, but a readable account of it say be found in Refs (1) 
and (3P) . In broad terms, it is based on a generalization of Liouvillc's 
[•icon')», vt/11 known to i-vc ry student of mnLlwDi.ittc.il analysis, and usri: 
a method similar to the Hermite algorithm to determine the parts of the 
integral if they exist in closed form. In principle, a computer program 
could now be written which provides for the indefinite integration of 
any expression in a class of functions sufficiently large to satisfy all 
physicists and engineers. However, there remain several theoretical and 
practical difficulties in the implementation of this algorithm and at 
present programs only exist for functions which are so-called monomial 
transcendental extensions of the rational functions (that is, exponentials 
or logarithms of the rational functions) or integrals over these (such as 
the error function or Spence functions). However, there is considerable 
current research in progress aimed at enlarging this class, and some 
results should be forthcoming shortly. 

4. FUTURE TRENDS 

It should be clear from the examples shown in this paper that 
symbolic computation can play a useful role in a wide range of scientific 

http://mnLlwDi.ittc.il
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applicacions, a:id there is no doubt that this range wiLl increase as 

core and more researchers disiover the possibilities inherent in this 

approach. However» I see three main problems which limit the applica

bility of today's available systems, but fortunately current research is 

seeking solutions to these, n that no doubt they will be overcome in 

the next feu years. 

The first problem is concerned with the production of large 

expressions. As was nentioned earlier, most symbolic calculations can 

only carry a hand perturbation calculation further by one or two orders 

at most. At that point, expressions become so large and unwieldy that 

not only does the computing time increase dramatically, but the results 

are thoroughly intractable. However, one of the reasons for the explosive 

growth of expressions is that nany algorithms used internally by existing 

systccas require expressions in an expanded form. So any structure in the 

input expressions, especially factor structure, is immciiately destroyed 

by this expansion. However, as had been pointed out most succinctly by 

Erown (41) there are ways of consistently handling expressions in a 

factored forn, and the use oE Lhcse and similar ideas should shortly 

have an impact on the field as they are incorporated into available 

systems. The recognition of commun sub-expressions in an expression and 

Ltn-ir EL'n:iim!i£ l'y ."i unifie* |>fir.inn'i rr, or I lie dffrrrfd i-xp.insinn of ,i 

function or variable in an expression can also be very important. Syste

matic ways of handling this problem are being studied by several groups, 

and sorse practical experience with such techniques in a plasma physics 

calculation has recently bc&n published (42). 

A second problem from the average user's point of view is that 

as programming systems, algebra programs are not always designed in the 

most transparent manner, and so the user is often frustrated in trying 

to understand what is going on in a calculation. Finally, the range of 

facilities offered by available systems is limited, and it is not easy 

for the average user to extend them în a strai ghtforward manner. 

There are now trends in computing methodology which can help 

solve these latter two problems and which will, I believe, cause symbolic 

computation systems to have an even greater impact in the years ahead. 

The consistent introduction of types at a very basic level, software por

tability, nodularity and structured programming are all cxrmples of such 
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developments. The result in the near future will be algebraic systems which 
have well designed modular construction, easily understandable programming 
language syntax and semantics and robustness and portability far in excess 
of today's Systems. Efforts towards machine-independent implenentations of 
such systems will find immediate use on the new inexpensive hardware which 
is being predicted. 

Another point to consider is that symbolic computation and alge
braic manipulation are now recognized as having much wider application than 
previously considered. For example, algebraic manipulation methods find an 
obvious place in such tasks as program verification (43) , optimization (44) 
and error analysis (45) . Although these applications are only just begin
ning, we should see more such activity in the next feu years. 

Another approach in the use of algebraic manipulation systems 
detectable during the past few years has been the increasing use of 
such systems for making a quick check of the validity of some physical 
idea which would otherwise be difficult or impossible to resolve in a 
reasonable time by hand. An example of such use was given in a paper by 
Gibbons and Russcll-CIark £45) , which showed, using CAMAL, that a solution 
of Einstein's vacuum field equations put forward as a possible description 
of a black hole lacked several of the necessary properties. Another example 
was reported rueuitLly by Culicu (47) ulio u^uJ KLUUCL tu look iov v<ilid 
perturbation expansion techniques for solving a problem in fluid mechanics. 
In this case, he could learn in on evening at an interactive console whether 
a particular method was applicable by seeing if the secular terr-.s were 
eliminated in second order. Such calculations would have taken rr.any months 
by hand and would therefore probably have never been taken to that order. 
Calculations of this type are often not reported in the literature unless 
the results are dramatic ; the researcher accepts such technirues as another 
prcjlem solving tool and uses them when appropriate. This is especially true 
for users with access to interactive systems like WCSYMA and REDUCE which 
encourage casual use because of the ease of access to the program. In batch 
oriented environments, this access is less easy, especially if a user has 
to see the results of one step before going on the next as was the case in 
the fluid mechanics calculation discussed above. 
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In the long-ter a, I believe chat ve shall see the emergence of 
computing syatexs which can provide algebraic manipulation at very low cost 
for a wide spectrum of useri, including even high school and college students 
in addition to scientists. Ue should have programming systems sufficiently 
well designed and understood to support tasks far beyond our present capabi
lities. For example, the problems of simplification of genera1, expressions 
should also be better understood in a few years. I believe that we shall then 
have in tine a complete programmed solution of the classical indefinite and 
definite Integration problems. Once such tasks are successfully accomplished, 
we shall begin to see systems developed which can provide formal solutions 
for more complicated problem representations such as integral and differential 
equations. 

Even more interesting is the possibility that sin^e many scientific 
problems are formulated in terms of fundamental conservation' laws, we may be 
alile to attempt solutions directly in terms of these laws rather than to 
follow the traditional practice of producing approximate solutions by linear
ization and perturbation methods. This is but one example of the possible 
icpact of such work on scientific problem solving, and there are no doubt 
countless others which will emerge in the years ahead. 
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